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Abstract - Today, the place of the same word, "Analog Records" is in place for the work of WSN like it. The system immune system for landing damage caused by analogue systems Storage in Memory. So it is that we have an excellent law completely automated Possible Accuracy More, such a comparison should be cheap as well as qualified transport. In this Paper introduces wireless sensor (WS) facts using communication software DHT11, Arduino Education At Bett 2017, SIM900A GSM module, sales tool and liquid crystal display (LCD). Heating system in experimental settings includes DHT11 transmission and use Ardino and SIM 900 GSM shield, Arduino, GSM shield, still in use displays a heating system for the LCD screen and thermal sensitive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network [1] temperature, humidity, voltage, current, etc., can be used in wireless sensor networks to calculate data from different sensors. Remotely Cooperative network locations and data transfer Therefore, wireless sensor networks can be used the remote location to control the electrical data [2], [3]. Continuous online monitoring of physical quantities is a co-owner of remote control stations coordinating the uninterrupted work of the process of plants, and household utilities, also [4]. An attempt to keep these conditions Wireless sensor networks [6], [7], which are transmitted to all data measured by project transfer monitoring data Temperature Controller and Humidity Sensor (DHT 11), LCD, Sim 900 G SM module, which allows .

Developed by a home that runs the Arduino IDE software and the Arduino Uno board [8], which throws [9]. This method is a wireless system that can be independently monitored As well as the temperature or the control of the physical or environmental conditions such as moisture, and control stations can stream data is [10-14]. This is Wireless sensor networking is a two-way system that includes various units in the system that are shown below as a thorough and accurate analysis of the rhythm of the work. As this system is equipped with a high sensitivity sensor, low latency networks and control accuracy.

1. Components, this system are a very reliable application [14-15].
4. Communication unit – GSM shield (Transmitter) and Mobile device (Receiver) [16].
5. Power unit – Battery.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION & WORK PLAN

This work is included in the respective 20% to 90% different degrees and 50-degree wireless sensor networks and areas of Humidity temperature parameters through a system that includes GTRs. This system is an open source software platform based on the work platform Arduino IDE. So you realize that Arduino IDE allows coding and other languages Matlab 2016b system C, Ambles make you dump it into the code and make your Microcontroller alive project.

III. METHODOLOGY

The following method was used in my work:
First, they became Humidity have and temperature sensor (Dell) ware area, bay monitoring. The sensor interface has been implemented by the UN's Arduino Development Board. In the Arduino system, programming sensor will digitize analog output. Digital temperature and humidity values will be displayed in the LCD after the digital information GSM module[17], which swings the fake serial peripheral communication with Arduino in the interest adoption. GSM module will transmit data via SMS to Arduino mobile devices. Additionally, the temperature Arduino the programming temperature threshold, the funds are used automatically (5 V DC motor caretaker as Fan here) cold Hey has taken B is used to maintain temperature and a mobile precaution of battery devices Is determined by the SMS-device is similar to the LCD device shown. Powered by Arduino Shield Hey GSM and Ten Adders / USB Cord. All other components are Arduino (+ 5V).

A. Flow Chart

![Fig.1 Arduino Shield Block diagram](image-url)
B. Atmega 328P

PORT = 'COM4';  % Change as necessary
BAUD = 9600;
BITS = 8;        % Number of data bits
AVR = serial(PORT, 'BaudRate', BAUD, 'DataBits', BITS);
fopen(AVR);
pause(1);
fwrite(AVR, 3, 'async');
while AVR.BytesAvailable == 0
end
% Store AVR response in variable 'response'
response = fread(AVR, AVR.BytesAvailable, 'uint8');
disp('AVR:');
disp(response);
fclose(AVR);
delete(AVR);
clear AVR;

C. TIMER_IT:

1. save status register and temp =heap;
2. push temp=0;
3. in temp, DH11;
4. push temp;
5. Prog=<...IT-handling...>;
6. Con=restore temp and then status;
7. pop (temp);
8. out DH11=temp;
9. pop temp;
10. reti  =return;
11. ldi temp=0b00001111;
12. DTH1=10; FOC=0;
13. NULL=0,1 ;
14. WGM=10 (clear timer on compare match)
15. 00 = COM=00 (output disable)
16. 1111 + CS0=111 (CLK/1024)
17. out =WNS;
18. TCCR0+temp =Timer 0 +TCCR0 register;
19. Binary code=compare register;
20. ldi;
21. temp,108 ;11059200Hz/1024 = 108*100
22. out = GSM900A 

D. DHT C Code

#include "DHT.h"
#include<SoftwareSerial.h>
#include<LiquidCrystal.h>

#define DHTPIN 2
#define DHTTYPE DHT11
#define cool 13

SoftwareSerial mySerial(9,10);
LiquidCrystal lcd(3,4,5,6,7,8);

DHT dht(DHTPIN,DHTTYPE);
float t,h;

void setup()
{
  mySerial.begin(9600);
  Serial.begin(9600);
  delay(1000);
  dht.begin();
  WelcomeDisplay();
gsmInit();
}

void loop()
{
  displayLCD();
  SendText();
}

void tempstatus()
{
  if(t>35)
  {
    digitalWrite(cool,HIGH);
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
lcd.print("Temperature");
  
  }
lcd.setCursor(3,1);
lcd.print("CRITICAL");
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Initializing");
lcd.setCursor(2,1);
lcd.print("COOL DOWN");
mySerial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println("AT+CMGS="+917405306747\r");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println(" ");
mySerial.println("***Temperature CRITICAL***");
mySerial.println("COOL DOWN Process Activated");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println((char)26);
lcd.clear();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(cool,LOW);
}
}
void SendText()
{
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Delivering SMS...");
mySerial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println("AT+CMGS="+917405306747\r");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println("Temperature & Humidity Stats.");
mySerial.println("Temperature");
mySerial.println(t);
mySerial.println(" C");
mySerial.println("Humidity");
mySerial.println(h);
mySerial.println(" %");
mySerial.println("***Temperature Stable***");
delay(1000);
mySerial.println((char)26);
/mySerial.flush();
lcd.clear();
for(int i=0;i<1800;i++)
{
    delay(1000);  //35 mins delay
    tempstatus();
    displayLCD();
}
}
void WelcomeDisplay()
{
lcd.begin(16, 2);
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("TEMP. & HUMIDITY MONITORING SYS.");
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
lcd.setCursor(0,0);
lcd.print("By: JAY SIPANI..");
lcd.setCursor(4,1);
lcd.print("(15EC104)");
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
}
void displayLCD()
{
lcd.setCursor(0,1);
}
void gsmInit()
{
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Sensing SIM900A");
lcd.setCursor(2,1);
lcd.print("GSM Module");
boolean at_flag=1;
while(at_flag)
{
    mySerial.println("AT");
    while(mySerial.available()>0)
    {
        if(mySerial.find("OK"))
        at_flag=0;
    }
}
}

mySerial.println("ATE0");
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Establishing");
lcd.setCursor(0,1);
lcd.print("Network...");
boolean net_flag=1;

while(net_flag)
{
    mySerial.println("AT+CPIN?");
    while(mySerial.available()>0)
    {
        if(mySerial.find("READY"))
        {
            net_flag=0;
            break;
        }
        delay(1000);
    }
}

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We have developed an experimental setup using various hardware modules to measure and monitor temperature and humidity parameters in various environments. Let’s discuss in brief about the Hardware Modules interfaced in the setup.

A. Measurement and Data Analysis

We have measured the temperature and humidity of various premises and have done analysis of the data acquired from the project. Here are some proof regarding the analysis. The images subjected below are the proof that the system has been setup in an environment and been monitored since the installation. The threshold temperature is set to 35 °C which means that if the DHT11 sensor detects a temperature greater than 35 °C, then the microcontroller sends the response signal to the Cooling devices connected to it and initializes the process to maintain the temperature below the threshold.

B. Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Figure 2 DHT11 (Digital Humidity and Temperature) sensor senses the temperature and humidity of the surrounding and gives a calibrated digital signal output. The sensor includes a resistive type humidity measurement component along with an NTC temperature measurement component.

It is connected to an 8-bit microcontroller for high performance which offers excellent quality, fast response and anti-interference ability. It has a low power operating range (3V-5V). The component is 3-pin single row package and the major feature of this sensor is that the data for both temperature and humidity is available on a single data pin of the sensor.

C. Arduino UNO Development Board

Figure 3 Arduino is an open-source prototyping platform. Arduino boards are able to receive inputs and can convert into relevant output. It contains on-board power supply, USB port to communicate with PC, and an ATMEL microcontroller chip. It simplifies the process of creating any control system by providing the standard board that can be programmed and connected to the system without the need to any sophisticated PCB design and implementation. It is inexpensive, open-source and extensible, cross-platform and has a clear IDE.

D. CPU

1. 8 bit, 16 MHz
2. 133 RISC instructions
3. Typically 1clk/instruction (except branch)
E. Memory

1. 328K Flash (program)
2. 4K EEPROM + 4K internal SRAM (data)
3. 32 register (16 upper special, 3 register pairs)

Reason to choose ARDUINO UNO R3:
- Simple to use and has on board debugger.
- Much cheaper than other development boards available in market.
- Consumes very less power and delivers greater accurate results.
- It supports variety of sensor modules readily available to be interfaced with it.

F. SIM900A GSM Shield

Figure 6 SIM900 is designed with a very powerful single-chip processor integrating AMR926EJ-S core. It is a Quad-band (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) GSM/GPRS module with a size of 24mmx24mmx3mm with SMT type suit for customer application. It has an embedded Powerful TCP/IP protocol stack. It can communicate with microcontrollers via AT commands. This module supports software power on and reset.

Reason to choose SIM900A GSM Shield
1. Supports GPRS.
2. Better specifications than ZigBee, which is also a Wireless Communication Module.
3. Easy to operate using AT commands and can be interfaced easily with any development board.

G. 16x2 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

Figure 7 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is used in all the electronics projects to display the status of the process. A 16x2 alphanumeric LCD is most widely used module of LCD nowadays. There are several other types of LCD available in the market also. The LCD are low cost, easily programmable, displays large number of characters and compatible with almost all microprocessor and microcontroller. 16x2 LCD has two horizontal line comprising a space of 16 displaying character. It has two inbuilt registers:
1. Command Register
2. Data Register

H. Hardware Setup

The below figure shows the full hardware setup of the system.

| PCB size | 71.4mmx66.0mmx1.6mm |
| Indicator | Pwr, status led, net led |
| Power supply | 12v |
| Communication Protocol | Uart |
| Rohs | Yes |

The figure 8, as seen above displays every component of the system along with their interfacing. The system is fully operational and functional.

Case 1: When temperature is below the threshold temperature (35 °C)
When the temperature of the nearby premises temperature is below the threshold, it sends a text message to the mobile device indicating the present Temperature and Humidity Statistics. This way the system is under fully steady condition as there is no need to activate the cooling systems.

The figure 8 system in steady state means the DHT11 sensor is sensing the temperature below the threshold limit and therefore the Cooling System are in OFF state and an acknowledgment message about the temperature and humidity stats is sent to the mobile device during the boot-up of the system.

![Fig. 10 SMS delivering process of system](image1)

**I. Status Register (DH11)**

DH11: Status Register

C: Carry Flag

Z: Zero Flag

N: Negative Flag

V: Two’s complement overflow indicator

S: $N \oplus V$, For signed tests

H: Half Carry Flag

T: Transfer bit used by BLD (Bit load) and BST (Bit store) instructions

I: Global Interrupt Enable/Disable Flag

![Fig. 11 Screenshot of SMS received on Mobile Test](image2)

**Case 2: When temperature is beyond the threshold temperature (35 °C)**

Figure 8 shows when the temperature of the premises is increased by means of putting a candle flame away at a distance of about 5 cm from the sensor, an increase in the temperature is marked and this temperature gradually increases with time. At one moment when it crosses the threshold temperature of 35 °C the Arduino sends a response signal to the cooling systems, figure 10 which are initialized to cool the surroundings of the premises and at the same time continuous SMS strings are sent to mobile having a warning message of critical temperature rise.

![Fig. 12 Cool down process Initialized when temperature is raised](image3)

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Figure 11 The text message is sent at a continuous rate with about an interval of 1 second to the mobile until the temperature is reduced back to normal one.

![Fig. 13 Screenshot of SMS received during critical rise in temperature](image4)

Figure 12 shows the chain of message is stopped when the temperature is brought back to normal by cooling devices and the system is put back again to steady state condition. Hence, the cooling systems are deactivated.
A. Comparative Study

B. Pros Vs. Cons

Pros

1. This system is competent and reliable for real time monitoring of temperature and humidity.
2. As this system is totally digital, there is full arrangement of storage of the data so it can be further used for analysis purpose.
3. As the system is continuously monitoring the environment parameters, the user is updated at every fixed interval of time about the change in the parameters. This makes the user keep a better eye at the premises.

Cons

1. This system is developed only for small area.
2. If the mobile device is out of network coverage area, then there are chances of loss of information sent over SMS to the mobile.
3. Though the sensor is nicely calibrated, there are chances of error in the readings as the sensor may get damaged when exposed to higher temperature beyond its limit.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

From my present proposed work, it is clear that the system developed by me is working absolutely fine at domestic premises. This system is slightly improved with respect to some previous projects like this taken by another people and a development of some new features is also included under my proposed work.

In future, this system would be upgraded to web-based monitoring system by using the GPRS technique which would ease the user to have access over the system remotely over the Internet. Also, an upgrade for the monitoring of larger area would be done. Additionally, sensors like barometric pressure sensor, gas detector for air quality check, a web interface would be all integrated into a single system which could just not only measure the temperature and humidity parameters but also the other parameters would be analyzed.

VII. CONCLUSION

This concludes so much the current proposed employment was once a advancement yet that wish grant a convenient approach because super government over fire dampness among real time. This law is succinct to an content and worth tremendous now in contrast in accordance with costs on units old according to metering the environmental factors. From the over whole analysis, such is ensured so the nested wired structures perform be changed by way of the wi-fi sensor networks according to find an right statistics namely nicely as in accordance with keep away from deep breakneck issues.
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